
VALERUS FIELD SOLUTIONS BUSINESS PLAN

Proposed Acquisition of Valerus Field Solutions Except in the case of fraud, none of the Company, shareholders or any
of . Business plans.

Wherever possible, we focus on delivering a solution that does not require physical plant intervention for
modification. Topsides We help our clients maximize production, minimize downtime and improve safety and
performance We do this through unparalleled process and operations support that overcomes the challenges
that can be presented by ageing infrastructure, changing reservoir performance and challenging fluids. We
ensure the safety of everyone we work with and are striving to achieve an incident and injury-free workplace.
We have experience in troubleshooting and debottlenecking process plants and creating solutions. Key
Highlights - Valerus FS is a US-based integrated oil and gas surface facility solutions provider which provides
a full suite of products and services from the well head to the pipeline as well as an integrated services
capability - The Acquisition is consistent with Kentz's strategy of establishing itself as a recognised market
leader in providing highly skilled process engineering, EPCM and EPC services for small and medium sized
oil and gas processing facilities worldwide. We place safety at the heart of everything we do Like our clients,
we understand that workplace safety and productivity go hand in hand. By applying creative designs to reduce
environmental impact, we support our clients in ensuring the sustainable, long-term successes of their projects.
The plant employed more than 3, at its peak. Our portfolio includes projects throughout the world, making us
a dominant provider for clients in the global wind industry. It also provides us with a significant presence in
the growing US market. The buildings are outlined in red. BAE Systems shut down the plant in after losing its
Army contract. This creates an atmosphere of transparency and accountability with our customers and allows
us to foster long-term partnerships. It does not own the 46,square-foot site it operates in Victoria. We review
and investigate with all unit operations and overall systems installed offshore. We support communities and
champion sustainable projects Like safety, we take great pride in the preservation of the environment and the
communities we work in. Axip consistently delivers by focusing on evidence-based communication with our
customers, combining accurate and timely data with our deep operational expertise. The Board of Kentz
believes that, consistent with our strategy, the acquisition of Valerus Field solutions will help to establish
Kentz as a recognised market leader in providing highly skilled process engineering, EPCM and EPC services
for small and medium sized oil and gas processing facilities worldwide. Valerus FS has experienced strong
year-on-year revenue growth historically and this trend is expected to continue in  Where such modifications
are required, we attempt to minimize the extent wherever possible. The mark of an elite compression provider
is the ability to deliver superior performance over time, while adapting to the changing conditions that are part
of field operations. The number of workers there had fallen to by the time BAE Systems announced it was
shuttering the site due to declines in U. We lead the SAFEBUCK joint-industry project, developing design
guidelines that enable engineers to create pipelines that buckle in the most controlled way possible.
Meanwhile our cross-disciplinary experts and specialists are helping our clients evolve to renewable energy
technologies in ways that make their projects more sustainable and therefore ultimately more successful.


